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is an electronic vehicle diagnostic software that
works with ELM327 interfaces.n It is available
in several languages â€‹â€‹(French, English, .
The fuel level sensor works with all standard
vehicles. It does not require blocking the fuel

pump and does not require much driver
attention during operation. It can be used as a
diagnostic device for a smartphone or tablet.
After pressing the OK button, the sensor data

file is sent via the wireless interface to the
smartphone or tablet. Further, the user can

check the actual fuel level as well as check the
amount of fuel in the tank. The interactive
mode of operation allows the owner of the

vehicle to avoid errors in the operation of the
device. According to the manufacturer, the
error rate was only 0.01% of all diagnostic

errors that were identified by this device. The
data archive opened with this software
contains vehicle performance reports,

including distance, speed, fuel consumption,
longitudinal and lateral acceleration, traction,

moment of inertia, braking, lifting and
lowering the vehicle. In addition, the software

supports the following features: The VW
(Audi) and BMW (AUDI) diagnostic ECU
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servo kit includes "SILent Pro" (Silent Pro is
the software code name from Siemens) -

software that connects to battery power. The
hallmark of this Silencer Pro is the long wait
for responses and engine sounds that these
controllers typically receive using Digital
Signal Control (DDD) technology. VW

Symbol 4200 software belongs to the class of
engine control programs. It provides support
for the following protocols: The enhanced

functionality and software of the new
generation VW TDI (X-Type) can be used in
real time for all relevant vehicles of all types

and years of manufacture. The VW M4
Equipe, M4 Coupe and M4 Cabriolet programs
can be included in the basic Volkswagen TDi
range designed for emerging markets. On the
one hand, these vehicles require more data to

operate, as they are equipped with a larger
engine than the standard TD. On the other

hand, VW plans to eliminate the TD from its
vehicle lineup over the next few years, thus
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